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About This Game

The Janitor is a first person horror game. You play as a janitor, called Max Taylor, who is send to an asylum by his boss to
repair a broken pipe and a broken electric panel. Max knows that the asylum is abandoned, but he isn't feeling bad about going

there although his boss warned him not stay to long there. Once arrived he quickly notices that something is wrong. Blood
everywhere and strange noises can be heard. Short time after looking around a went-wrong experiment of the government

rushes to him.

Max has to worry about his life while trying to escape the asylum - but there is one problem: The elevator is broken! Max
hurries to find some tools and machine parts to repair the hydraulic pump.

As soon as the elevator is repaired he has to look into the eyes of danger again! His only chance to escape is to jump down the
elevator shaft. Max Taylor is wounded and unconscious. Right after waking up he finds himself in huge underground

catacombs. Hunted by fear and the went-wrong experiment he has to find the exit!

Will he find it?

Gameplay Features

The Janitor focuses on breathtaking horror elements such as jump scares, physcally enemies and the fear of darkness.
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Realistic, modern graphic based on physical based rendering systems

Horrific ambience with stunning sounds and jump scares

Interactive world

Solve puzzles to continue in story

Extremely intelligent AI with progressive behavior

Character stats are influencing the AI behavior, such as heartbeat, loud breathing, body odor or blood

The feeling of never beeing safe
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Title: The Janitor
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
VOS Gaming
Publisher:
VOS Gaming
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Athlon 64/Intel Pentium 4

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 with SM2.0 or higher / minimum of 2gb graphic ram

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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There is a random item 'drop' that is critical to progress at a certain point. Ive read that if you do (A) then (B) will happen, but
did not work for me, even after starting over from the start (as there is only one save slot/ no load feature) and progressing again
to the point of the 'fix' but still nothing. I simply cant do it again, and will not waste any more of my time waiting for something
that may never happen. That said i can no longer play this game any further and as such cannot recommend this game in its
current state. Id like to see this item drop become an event as it is a really critical thing to leave to chance.

The REVIEW:
This is a kids game. Its simple, its easy, the fighting is basic (is there a level lower than basic?), but provides a neat little planet
to tend that is overall a relaxing and fun experience.

The graphics fit the game. Everything runs pretty fluidly.

Mouse controls are non existent. Has keyboard controls but id say game controller is required to actually have fun playing.

As i said its a kids game. Missions are pretty simple and its all pretty much handed to you, other than the obvious. Enemies dont
engage or follow too much.

Take this review for what you will. i enjoyed playing for what i played of it, I just think a critical item as a random event is
pretty weak. Recommend for ages 10 and under or 35+ that want a relaxing escape from more adrenaline producing games.. I
love how it starts and can't wait to play the full game!. Yeah, this is just NOT fun... Nothing like the games it claims it is
inspired from... refund .... Seems like an interesting game.

Helsinky

https:\/\/youtu.be\/hHVedCsoBys. I crafted a badge and it gave me a -90% coupon and ended up getting the game for $0.11. I
have played almost 4hrs and god honest truth it's quite fun to play casually. I'd recommend picking it up and you have 500
achievements to get to boot!!. For Pyrrha!. You need a little AltspaceVR in your life. New events, apps and spaces happening all
the time. A room full of people singing karaoke with the music on silent. Hilarious :-)
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It has a couple issues.. Waste of time... Okay, this one is a very.. strange case. Controls are against your gaming instincs. fighting
is boring. It's like WOW, but even more boring. It's pretty much the same gameplay, but, offline, of course.

If you walk in the water(or, walking in your own death), it'll say ''YOU ARE DROWNING''

I highly doubt i'll give this game another chance. We'll see.

*EDIT* I GAVE THIS GAME A SECOND CHANCE AND MY GOD IT'S TERRIBLE.

Overall: 2/10. Avoid at all cost.. slighty good game with large scale maps, silly AI system and flat gameplay
your choice to buy it. I remeber playing this game early on in my gamming carrer because i was really into hunting IRL, So i
would also play this cause it was very fun and semi-accurate to the real thing. after purchasing this game again 1 year ago i
instantly remember all the memories and personal achievements i have cherished throught my time. One of my personal
achievements was finally being able to kill that damn elephant with my longbow. LOL. Buy this game if you enjoy simulated
outdoor adventures and wildlife. Also buy if you enjoy slaughtering innocent animals n\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This
game sucks. It crashes and Not Optimized Powerfull computer's can not even get 30 fps. Now I couldnt even test the f***king
game Early Access Games should not be unplayble. These Dev's dont really update the game anymore. I wish I COULD GET A
REFUND FOR THIS PIECE OF JUNK. Now 10$?!?!??!?!? REALLY? YOU SHOULD NOT EVEN TRY TO BUY THIS
GAME BECAUSE YOU WILL NOT LIKE IT IF THE REST IS NOT YOUR THING -Do You like lag? -Do you love
unfinished games? -Do you love devs that dont even respond to your opinions about the game? -do you love your game
crashing? if you said no to these questions you will not like it. My final Words DO NOT BUY
VOX!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. On my review on Who Is Mike I think it's a very good game i like the
person you are mike and i like the story it's short be good.

And here my youtube channel of when i did the who is mike videos 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3yIMuGW8LmY1WcgnMtp2qg here the link. I have a Mac. Steam says it's available for
Mac. So I downloaded the game with Steam on OSX ...and tadaaaa - not playable because it is not available for Mac. Thats quite
a mess. I mean I spent 14 Euro for a game, which i cannot play on my preferred Plattform although it was announced by the
publisher.
So I dowloaded the game again. This time the windows version. The game started well, but then a hell load of bugs finally made
the game unplayable at all.
The sound hangs, there a tons of Graphic-Glitches and after beating Eagle-Island the screen gone black. The sound played
further. So I waited...but nothing happened. After restarting the game, I was put into the beginning area. No way to play any
further. This is a NO-GO for RPGs. Getting stuck, with the only possibility to start all over again. I'm really upset, because I
liked the story. Bring an update for this game...and relase the Mac Version as you promise hiere in Steam.
Up to then I cannot recommend this game.. Painkiller is probably as close to FPS heaven as there will ever be imho and is
definately in my the top 3 FPSs of all time.

It's fast, brutal, satifying throughout the entirty of the game with a killer metal soundtrack which puts many other games to
shame.

You play as a man (I forget his name it's been a while) who has resently died and has been sent to purgatory. To escape
purgatory you become God's personal Hitman and you fight armies of Satan's baddies.

And boy are there a lot of baddies. Granted some a reskins but a vast majority are unique to each level.

Each level is split into mini "arenas" that upon stepping into generate a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 load of enemies, very
similar to Serious Sam. Each level is pretty big to medium sized and there are plenty of secrets to be discovered.

Perhaps the strongest part of Painkiller are the Tarot cards, Demon power and the weapons which I will delve into.
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Tarot cards are purchased in between levels and grant you special abilities. They are furthur devided into 2 categories, silver and
golden tarot cards. Silver ones are Passive buffs which include extra health, being able to attract souls from farther, Demon
strenght triggering earlier etc. Gold Tarot cards can only be used by pressing "E" once per level but are extremely powerful i.e
Time slowing down, 4X damages, invinciblity, increased duration of gold tarot cards etc.

You're probably wondering what this demon strenght is. Well, upon killing baddies, green orbs apprear once the enemies
corpses dissapear, these are souls. If you collect enough souls you will see yourself starting to see everything in red. Once
Demon strength triggers times slows way down, you are invincible, enemies pop out in red and everything else becomes white
and black. Untop of being invincible you can use The Force like a Sith lord, except with enough power to Gib enemies into
many pieces.

As well, the weapons in this game are super fun. They all have a normal and alt fire mode. Your very first weapon is a Painkiller
which is essentially a spinning blade melee weapon that can also be thrown at a certain range before snaping back towards you.
You very early on get access to a Shotgun\/Freeze ray gun that is the bread and butter of your arsenal in this game. Other crazy
guns include bazooka\/minigun, Smg\/Flamethrower, Kunai launcher\/electricity gun, Stake launcher\/Grenade launcher etc.

Perhaps the most staisfying part of this game is the ragdolling. I find ragdolling to be a really fun addon for any shooter and in
Painkiller it's probably the most fun as you can shotgun a horde of enemies (or their gibs) halfway accross the map, not to
mention the stake gun that pins enenmies to the wall.

 Equally satisfying is the actual devestating sounds of weapon fire from your guns. Your Shotgun booms, your SMG spits out a
barrage of bang, your rocket launcher FOOSHs rockets (althogh the rocket launcher is perhaps the least impressive sounding of
the weapons)

If there would be 2 problems I would see with the game: IDK if it's my game in particular or if others have had the same
problem, but I seem to always crash in the addon missions at random places\/ levels. Sometimes it happens once, sometimes it
doesnt, basically its unpredictable. I was able to finish the addon at a certain point but it was really frustrating. I did have some
crashes in the main game but they were much more rare.

The other issue is I believe the multiplayer is dead by now ofc, but then again I've never actually tried since I've only ever
wanted to play the SP.

So if you're looking for a fastpaced, 'nads of steel, demon clensing, bunny hopping, headbanging good time, just press the
purchase button and step into a world of PAIN!
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